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In this paper F will always denote an algebraic number field, that is a 
finite extension of Q. If L/F is a finite field extension, then Tr,,p denotes 
the trace map and NLIb- denotes the norm map. The quadratic form 
(L) := Tr,,,( (1)) is called trace form of L/F. It is well known that this 
form is positive, that is sgn,(L) 3 0 for all orderings P of F. In [C, P] 
Conner and Perlis asked which positive forms over F are Witt equivalent 
resp. isometric to a trace form of some L/F. In [IS, 21, Scharlau answered 
the first question by proving that every positive form over F is Witt 
equivalent to a trace form of some L/F. In this paper we want to begin an 
investigation of the second question. 
For the sake of brevity we say that (tr n) holds if for every number field 
F every positive form cp over F with dim IJJ = n is isometric to a trace form 
of some L/F with [L : F] = n. We shall see that it seems reasonable to 
conjecture that (tr n) holds for all n B 4. The purpose of this paper is to 
prove: 
THEOREM. Let n 3 4. Then 
(i) if (tr n) holds then (tr nm) holds for cl11 m 6 N, 
(ii) (tr n) holds ifn is divisible by 2 or 3. 
Thus, in order to prove the conjecture it remains to show that (tr p) 
holds for every prime number p B 5. Furthermore, we see that if rp is a 
positive form over F of odd dimension 2.5 then at least one of the forms 
rp,cp+(l,-l), cp+(l, 1,-1,-l) is isometric to a trace form of some 
L/F. 
We shall use the same notations as in [K, 21. Let X, denote the set 
of all orderings of F. For PE X, let Fp denote some real closure. If # is 
a finite prime spot of F then F+, denotes the completion and ub denotes 
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the corresponding valuation. If cp is a form over F then set ‘p,,, = qFfi. 
As invariants for a form cp we shall use the Witt class invariants, the 
discriminant dis cp, the Witt invariant c(q), and for P E X, the signature 
sgn, cp as defined in [S, 11. For a prime spot +, let c/, denote the local Witt 
invariant. If two forms cp and $ over F are isometric (Witt equivalent) we 
write cpz$ (cp=+). If L/F is a finite extension set ALIF:=NLIF(L*) F*2 
and (L,) := TrLIF( (a)) for a E L*. For P E X, let ELIF( P) denote the set 
of all extensions of P to L. Let # be a finite prime spot of F. We say that 
#Z splits in L if there is more than one prime spot of L lying above p. 
It is well known that if there exists some p over L with Tr,,,(p) = cp then 
dis Ed E ALIF (see [K, 1, 1.11, e.g.). 
The following proposition has been proved by Conner and Perlis (see 
[C, P, I 4.2, III 3.6, 3.7; E, H, P, Lemma 11): 
PROPOSITION 1. Let F be an algebraic number field. 
(a) The forms over F of dimension 2 resp. 3 which are isometric to a 
trace form of some L/F are (2, 2a), aE F* - F*2 resp. (1, 2, a>, aE F*. 
(b) Every positive 4-dimensional form over F is isometric to a trace 
form of some L/F with [L : F] = 4. Thus (tr 4) holds. 
LEMMA 1. Let L/F be an extension of degree n which satisfies the 
equivalent conditions of [K, 2, Proposition 5(a)]. Let cp be a form over F 
with dim cp = mn, m 2 3 such that dis cp E A.,, and 
# ELIF(P) < sgn, cp < m # EL&P) for P E X, if m is odd 
and 0 < sgn, cp d m # ELF(P) for P E X, tf m is even. (*I 
Then there exists a positive form p over L with dim p = m such that 
‘K,Ap) = cp. 
Proof: There exists a form $ over L such that dim $ = m(2), 0 < 
sgno$<m for all QEX~ and C Q E E&P) wQ ti = wP v for a11 p E xF. 
Thus by [S, 1, 3.4.51, TrLIF(+)- cp is a torsion form over F with 
dis(Tr&$) - cp) = dis TrLIF($) dis cp E A,,,. Then by assumption there 
exists an even dimensional torsion form r over L such that TrLIF(r)= 
Tr&+) - cp. By [S, 1, 6.6.61, the Witt class II/ - r is represented by a form 
p of dimension m. Then TrLIF( p) g cp and p is positive. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let cp be a positive form over F with dim cp = nm, m 2 3. Then 
there exists an extension L/F of degree n and a positive form p over L with 
dim p = m such that Tr,,,(p) z cp. 
Proof Let n = 2’r. We proceed by induction on 1. If I = 0 choose some 
extension L/F of degree n which satisfies (*) for cp and apply Lemma 1. Let 
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I3 1. By induction hypothesis, there exists an extension M,‘F of degree 
2’- ‘Y and a positive form $ over A4 with dim Ic/ = 2m such that 
Tr,,,,(ll,)zcp. We have to find a quadratic extension L/M and a positive 
form p over L with dim p = VI and Tr,, ,,,(p) z $. By [K, 1. 4.21, there 
exists a quadratic extension L/M such that dis $ E .4 ,. >\, and #E, ,,,(I’) = 2 
iff sgn, II/ > 0 for PE X,,. Note that this is possible since if dis $ E -P then 
sgn,$ = 2(4) and hence sgn, $ # 0. Then L/M and p satisfy (*). Further, 
L/M satisfies the equivalent conditions of [K, 2, Proposition 5(a)] by 
[K, 2, Proposition 71. Hence we can apply Lemma 1. 1 
Lemma 2 proves statement (i) of the theorem: Assume (tr n) holds and 
qn is a positive form over F with dim cp = nm. Then by Lemma 2 there exists 
an extension L/F of degree m and a positive form II/ over L with dim I+!J = rr 
such that Tr,.,,( $) g cp. By assumption there exists some M/L of degree tr 
such that TrM.‘L(( I )) I $; that is Tr,,,,J (1 )) z cp. (ii) follows immediately 
from (i), Proposition 1 (b), and: 
PROPOSITION 2. Let n = 2m or n = 3m where m > 1 is odd. Then (tr n) 
holds. 
To prove the proposition we shall need: 
LEMMA 3. Let L/F he an extension of odd degree n. Let # be a finite 
prime spot such that v,Jdis Tr,,,( (1 ))) s l(2). Then either /Z splits in L or 
p is wildly ramified in L/F. 
Proof: Assume there is only one prime spot 3’ in L lying above p and 
L,/F, is tamely ramified. Let T/, denote the inertia field of L.,/F/,. Then 
L, = r,( fi) for some prime element rr in Tp. By [K, 1, 1.71, 
Tr .,4i,((l))=(e) and hence by IICP. 16.51, Tr,*;,~((l))=(nle)(e). 
The dtscriminant of the latter form is +e. 1 
Proof of Proposition 2. Let cp be a positive form over F with dim cp = II. 
Let 0 denote the set consisting of all finite prime spots / over F for which 
c,(q)=-1 orvp(discp)=1(2)orp<nfor(p)=Znfi.ThenQisafinite 
set containing all dyadic prime spots. 
First assume n = 2m, nz > 1 odd and if - 1 E F*” then cp # 0. Choose a 
prime spot 9 #B such that if - 14 F*’ then - 1 .$ F52. We shall show: 
(a) There exists an irreducible polynomialf( t) E F[t] such that every 
nondyadic j E Q splits in L := F[t]/f(t), # ELIF( P) = m for P E X, and 
v,(dis Tr,,,( (2))) z l(2). 
(b) If p denotes the representative of dimension nz of the Witt 
class cp - Tr,,,( (2)) then there exists some a E L* - L*2 such that 
Tr,,A (2a > 12 P. 
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If (a) and (b) are verified set M := L(h). Then TrMIF( (1)) z cp. To prove 
(a) choose some prime spot B $ Q u (9). Using the approximation 
theorem we find some f(t) = tm + a, ~ i t”- ’ + . . a, E F[t] with integral 
coefficients such that the number of zeros off(t) in Fp is m for P E X, and 
(Compare [K, 2, proof of Proposition 33.) Then f(t) is an Eisenstein 
polynomial at 9, every + E Q splits in L := F[t]/f(t) and # ELIF(P) = m 
for PEX~.. Furtherf(t)=t”-‘(t-l) mod 2. Thus, f(t) has a zero in Fd 
[E, 16.61; that is f(t) = g(t)(t--E) in Fj for some EE F,, with OJE) =O. 
Since a, E 9 - 3’, g(t) has to be an Eisenstein polynomial. Since M, := 
F,[ t]/g(t) is tamely ramified we have M, = F,(“- ’ A) for some prime 
element 71. Thus by [K, 1, 1.71, 
TrLiF( (2 > ),, = (2) + Trh,d,F2 ((2))=(2,2(m-1),2(m-1)~). 
This shows o,(dis Tr,,,( (2))) = l(2). 
(b) To prove that p is a scaled trace form of L/F we have to show 
that every nondyadic prime spot +Z of F with c,(p) = - 1 splits in L/F (see 
[K, 2, Theorem 1 I). Assume j 4 52 does not split in L. We have 
By [K,2, Lemma 11, c,((L?))=l. We further have dispdis(L,)= 
-dis cp. Hence (dis p, dis(L,)), = 1 by Lemma 3, since o,(dis cp) = O(2). 
Thus c,(p) = 1. This shows that there exists some a EL* such that 
(L,,) z p. Assume p = (L2). Then cp = 2p and by assumption - 1 #F*‘. 
Hence - 1 = (dis p, - 1 ),, = cl(q) = 1, which is a contradiction. Thus 
p # ( L2) which shows a $ L*2. 
Now assume n = 24 m > 1, -1 E F*2, and cp = 0. Choose some Galois 
extension L/F of degree m (see [C, P, proof of I 7.1 I). It is well known that 
there are infinitely many prime spots p of F which split completely in L. 
Choose some fi $ Sz. Fix some 9 of L lying above /J. Using the approxima- 
tion theorem and Dirichlet’s density theorem (as in [K, 21) we find some 
integral MEL* such that uJa)-l(2), ~EF;~ for all 9#Y for which 
9nFeQu{fi} and a is a unit at all other prime spots of L except at one 
9. Let G denote the Galois group of L/F. Choose some 1 # g E G and set 
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h :=uD(u). Then h$ L*’ and N,,,:(~)E F*‘. We shall show c( (L?)) = 
L’( ( Lzh)). Then ( L2) z (L,,,) and hence Tr ,.,, h,, ,, ( ( 1 ) ) 2 q. For 9 E Q 
we have c,((L~))=c,((L~~)). If S4.Q. S#p,.# then c,((L,))= 
c,,( (Lzh)) = 1 since 1 is unramified. By Hilbert’s reciprocity theorem 
it remains to show (a,,( (L,)) = cI( (Lzl,) I. By [C, P, 16.51, we have 
(Lz)~m(2)= (2). On the other hand, if G~T# 1. c, we have 
b = aa E F$FSP, and hence 
for some CE F* since dis(LZ6) = N,,,(b) dis(L,) = 2 (mod F*2). 
Finally, assume n = 3m, m > 1 odd. Using the same arguments as above 
we find an irreducible polynomial f(t) E F[t] of degree m such that every 
nondyadic j ~62 splits in L := F[t]/f(t) and the number of zeros off(t) in 
F, is m if m < sgn, cp d 3m and sgn, cp if 1 d sgn, q d m for PE X,. Then 
Isgn,cp-Tr,.j( 1, 2))1 bm for PE X, [S, 1, 3.4.51. Let p denote the 
representative of dimension m of the Witt class cp -Tr,:,( (1, 2)). We 
have lsgn, pi d #E,,,(P) for PE X,. Let fi be a nondyadic prime 
spot of Fsuch that c,(p)= -1. If #zEQ or c/((L))= -1 then j splits in 
L by [K,2, Lemma 11. Assume ;h$52 and c,((L))=l. We have disp= 
dis cp dis TrLIF( (1, 2)) = -2 dis 40. Hence 
1 =c,(cp)=c,(Tr,,,((1,2)))c,(p)(-2,-disp);, 
=(-dis(L)discp,-2),(-l). 
Since o,(dis cp)-O(2) we get o,(dis(L))- l(2). Then by Lemma 3, fi 
splits in L. Thus by [K, 2, Theorem 11, there exists some a~ L* such that 
(L,) z p. By Proposition I, there exists an extension M/L of degree 3 
such that Tr,,,(( 1)) z (1, 2, a}; that is Tr,;,( (1)) z cp. m 
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